After the "big project" dust settles:
Optimizing your Revenue Cycle
Operations

The views expressed will be those of the panelists,
not of PNC and are not intended as legal, tax or
financial advice or recommendations.
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Agenda
 Introduction of Panelists
 Description of “The Big Project”
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Panelists
• Steven F. Honeywell, Senior Director of Patient
Accounting, University of Pennsylvania Health System
• Kevin McLaren, Associate Director, Revenue Cycle
Enhancement, University of California San Francisco
Faculty Medical Group
• David Amann, Assistant Director, Banking Services,
Johns Hopkins Health System
• Jean Hippert, SVP/Senior Managing Director, PNC
Healthcare
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Agenda
•
•
•
•

Introduction of Panelists
Description of the “Big Project”
Panel Questions and Dialogue
Lessons Learned: The Final Word
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Learning Objectives
• Learn about the biggest revenue cycle challenges
associated with major projects and how these academic
systems mitigated the challenges
• Learn the impact of the project on revenue cycle metrics,
how the revenue cycle “to do” list was prioritized during
and after the project, and what steps were taken to bring
KPIs in line with best practices
• Learn about steps taken to optimize process to take best
advantage of new systems
• Learn how systems identified or prioritized any remaining
automation gaps for improvement and lessons learned
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• Pennsylvania Hospital – the nation’s first hospital, was founded in 1751 by
Benjamin Franklin and Dr. Thomas Bond
• Hospital of the University of Pennsylvania – founded in 1874 as the nation's first
teaching hospital
• UPHS – the nation’s first integrated academic health system
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PENN Medicine (FY13)
University of Pennsylvania
Health System
Revenue

University of Pennsylvania
School of Medicine

$3.5 Billion

Employees

16,000

Adult admissions

75,588






Licensed beds

1,715



Births

8,885



137,987



Emergency Dept. visits
Outpatient visits
Average length of stay
Bond ratings

2.16 M
6.02
Moody's=Aa3






Revenue
Full-time faculty
Medical students
PhD Students
Residents & Fellows
Total Sponsored research
NIH only
ranking for awards

$800 Million
*2,035
807
621
1,147
$583M
$392M NIH
#3

Clinical Practices of the University of Pennsylvania
Patient Revenue
$416 Million
Full-time faculty
1,428
Visits
1.49M
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UCSF Health System
• Occupying 6 major sites in San Francisco
– 28 academic departments
– 5 organized research units
– 8 interdisciplinary research centers
Affiliated Hospitals

Beds/Annual Ambulatory Visits

UCSF Medical Center

720 / 787,950

San Francisco General Hospital

686 / 592,678

SF VA Medical Center

124 / 615,011

Langley Porter Psychiatric Institute

67 / 30,000

Children's Hospital Oakland

190 / 276,636

Mission Bay (Feb. 2015)

289 / TBD
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Facts and Figures FY13
• Founded as Toland Medical College in 1864
• Affiliated with University of California in 1873
• Clinical Revenue

$1.3B

• NIH Funding

$501M

• Faculty

2,108

• Staff

4,621

• MD Students

632

• PhD/MS Students

714

• Residents

922

• Clinical Fellows

513

• Postdoctoral Fellows

897
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Origins of Johns Hopkins Medicine
Johns Hopkins, the Quaker merchant,
banker and businessman, left $7 million in
1873 to create The Johns Hopkins
University and The Johns Hopkins
Hospital, instructing his trustees to create

new models and standards for medical
education and health care.

“Research / Teaching / Patient Care”

He was named for his great-grandmother,
Margaret Johns, her last name becoming
his first (and confusing people ever since).
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Facts and Components

Johns Hopkins Medicine (FY 2014 projected)
•

Over $6.69 billion in operating revenues

•

More than 40,000 combined full-time equivalent employees; among largest
private employers in Maryland

•

Annual - outpatient visits over 2.8 million / ER visits over 366,500/ hospital
admissions over 120,295

•

At over $2 billion, The Johns Hopkins University is, for the 33rd straight
year, the leading U.S. academic institution in total research and development
spending, according to the National Science Foundation’s rankings.
Johns Hopkins Medicine includes -The Johns Hopkins Hospital / 5
community hospitals / 40 primary care locations / Johns Hopkins Medicine
International / Johns Hopkins Healthcare (insuring over 320,000 lives) /
Johns Hopkins HomeCare and Pharmacies

•
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Describe your Big Project
• What system(s) did it involve – what were
you replacing, and with what?
• What was the organizational scope?
• When did it start, “go live”?
• How did your revenue cycle partners help?
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Penn Medicine Project Overview
• Implementation of new Ambulatory Practice Management
System (EPIC), specifically:
• Registration (entire Health System)
• Scheduling and Billing
• Had already implemented Outpatient EMR across 1,600+
providers
• Currently implementing several other EPIC applications with
Inpatient Medical Record and Hospital Billing on the horizon
(2017)
• Been implementing the O/P EMR for the past 10 - 12 yrs –
completed Feb. 2011
• APM Go-Live (two phases) - July and October 2011
• Upgrade to EPIC version 2012 and 2014 - June, 20 2014
• Beacon/Willow/Radiant - 2014
• Hospital System implementations (3 Hospitals) - expected
completion 2017
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UCSF Revenue Cycle Project Overview
• Transition from GEIDX and a myriad of
other systems to
Epic
• 2-phases
– EpicCare Ambulatory:
April 2011-Oct. 2012
– Epic “big bang”: June
2012-current

• A/R Challenges
– Legacy wind-down
– New A/R
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Johns Hopkins Project Overview
• Conversion to EPIC Billing using a progressive implementation
/ “Go-Live” strategy – Community hospitals 2013-14,
Baltimore hospitals 2015-16, Johns Hopkins University 2016
‒ Legacy billing systems-Keane, Meditech, Affinity, IDX/GE.
• Geographic centralization of JHHS billing and posting
personnel in a Baltimore mega-center including G/L, AP,
Treasury, Purchasing.
• Upgrade banking services to include manufactured 835,
consolidated banking, remote deposit, enhanced credit card
payment opportunities.
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Johns Hopkins Project Overview
• JHHS Treasury in an active supporting role – Architecture of
banking processes/Liaison with banks / Internal Consultant /
Implementation.
• Key Decisions – Create a single “Johns Hopkins Health System”
hospital patient bill issued by EPIC – payments remitted to a
single bank account via LB, POS payment, Web, Interactive
Voice Response (greater PCI-DSS compliance), Remote Deposit.
• Retain existing Lockboxes for commercial payments and upgrade
services - images & manufactured 835 for payment posting.
Program 835 to identify legacy payments for separate posting.
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Results of the Big Project
• The Big Project yielded significant improvements operationally
and financially. While there were some initial issues ( including
an increase in A/R ), our cash collections recovered after 12
months and continue to be strong. Our Days in A/R are at an
all time low (35 days).

• This project, in addition, to a lockbox vendor conversion to
PNC Healthcare resulted in a FTE reduction / re-allocation of
17 staff in the Billing Office resulting in significant savings.
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Results of the Big Project
• 1-year post implementation cash has increased 11% from
previous year; DAR has been reduced by 18 days

• Starting to realize efficiencies gained from automated work
flows and reassign/reduce FTE’s
• Able to prioritize and shift focus to optimization projects, e.g.
charge capture/acceleration, claim edits
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Johns Hopkins Project Results
• Conversion to EPIC creates a level playing field:
‒ Eliminate multiple platform administration (started with 5 software packages +
EPIC = 6).
‒ After run-out of legacy billing activity, EPIC only.
‒ Allow standardization of reporting and cross-training.
‒ Reallocate / reduce - 9 FTEs performing manual coding tasks and wring out
other duplications.

• Centralization allows management greater control over policy and
procedures in billing & posting to create efficiencies.
• Over 95% of payments posted electronically in 36 hours
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Johns Hopkins Project Results Another View
• Dynamic forces are at work to create a movement toward
efficiencies on the Revenue Cycle side of the house:
‒ Affordable Care Act requirements.
‒ Pressure from Insurers / Payers.
• The same forces are at work on the Payer side:
‒ Affordable Care Act – EFT and 835 delivered promptly.
‒ Pressure from Providers / Billers.
• Johns Hopkins HealthCare LLC (insuring 320,000 lives and
processing $1.5 billion health claims annually) is replacing two
antiquated payment systems with a single state of the art claims
payment system & integrated management tools.
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Panel Discussion Topics
 How did you prioritize your revenue cycle “to do” list during and after
the big project?
 What was the impact of the conversion or big project on revenue cycle
metrics?
 What steps did you take to bring KPIs in line with best practices?
 What steps did you take to optimize process to take best advantage of
the new system?
– Registration considerations / Conversions
– Charge Capture / Charge Entry / Charge Lag / Closing Encounters
– Setting up Workflow
– Automated posting
– Cash Reconciliation
– CBO Consolidation
– Elimination of multiple platform administration
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Panel Discussion Topics
 What was the impact (if any) on FTEs?
 How did you prioritize your revenue cycle “to do” list during and after
the big project?
 Have you identified or prioritized any remaining automation gaps (POS
collections, correspondence workflow, revenue cycle staff training, KPI
measurement) for improvement?
 What are your post “big project” initiatives?
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After the Dust Settles…
Considerations once the Big Project is complete
• During implementation, keep track of what got thrown overboard
prior to go-live. You will want to get back to that……
• Training is NEVER over

• Denial Prevention
• Review Work flows for modification / accuracy happy path
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After the Dust Settles…
Keep track of what got thrown overboard prior to go-live

Productivity
Reports

On-line Bill
Payment

Loose vs.
Tight Edits
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Host System
Edits vs. Bolt
on Scrubber
Edits

After the Dust Settles…
Training is Never over
• Once implementation is complete, Institutional Amnesia
typically creeps in within 2- 3 months on all the things that
were “ never trained”. This usually coincides with when the
first financial or productivity reports are distributed.
• This is normal in most major implementations. Make sure you
“keep the band together” for a considerable amount of time
after go – live. This will help you retrain as well as to modify
processes, related training classes and documents.
• You will be discovering new things about the system, your
people and processes for at least two years post go-live.
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After the Dust Settles…
Denial Prevention – time for some fine tuning
• It will take 18 – 36 months to be truly comfortable with your
new system. In most go-lives, charge review and claim edits
tend to be less restrictive in order to not totally shut down
your cashflow.
• Once you are more comfortable, thoroughly review your
denials by Payer and Reason. Determine what system fixes
you need to put in place to prevent or more efficiently work
denials:
• Claim Scrubber coding edits
• Bundling
• Pre – Authorizations and referrals

• System fixes could be in many forms - Charge Review, Claim
Edits, Charge Router, Automatic Adjustments (at charge
capture or denial).
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The final word…
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Thank You!
• Steven F. Honeywell
Steven.Honeywell@uphs.upenn.edu

• Kevin McLaren
mclarenk@ucsfmg.ucsf.edu
• Dave Amann
damann@jhmi.edu
• Jean Hippert,
jean.hippert@pnc.com
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